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Let your day be filled with what inspires you 

It’s about slowing down and seeing the beauty 

of nature in the change of seasons.

It’s about savoring a delightful dish with close family  

and friends to unwind and feel wholesome.

It’s about coming to understand the joys of finding 

things that feel just right in your hands.

We imagine the scenes that enrich your life 

to develop and bring you products with  

genuine creativity and thoughtfulness.

Usability and aesthetics.  

We as makers, value the balance between these two  

elements. Products with an ease of use is comforting to  

all the senses and lead to a growing fondness over time.  

A tableware with elegant presence blends naturally with 

the living space and adds color to daily life. 

We aspire to create products that stand by you in your  

everyday life. This is why we continue to seek inspiration 

from moments and stories held precious by the users.  

We work to create products which will inspire and  

give fulfillment with every touch and use.
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[stainless steel] stainless steel, polypropylene, silicone 
[color type] stainless steel (powder coating), polypropylene, silicone

TRAVEL TUMBLER is designed for a comfortable drinking experience 

wherever you go. Made of durable stainless steel with a sturdy texture, the 

surface does not scratch easily. Vacuum insulated, the tumbler has great 

heat and cold retention. As the opening of the tumbler is wide, it is easy  

to drink from, put in ice cubes, and clean. The cap feels smooth on the 

mouth and is structurally designed to stop ice cubes and hot drinks from 

coming out vigorously, ensuring stress-free drinking until the very last sip. 

With a compact form and a leak-proof lid, it is ideal for carrying around. 

*350ml keeps liquids hot above 65℃/149℉ and cold under 8℃/46℉ for 6 hours   
 500ml keeps liquids hot above 69℃/156℉ and cold under 7℃/46℉ for 6 hours

Bring Along What’s Essential to You

TRAVEL TUMBLER 500ml 
■ stainless steel 20941 
□ white  20942 
■ red  20943 
■ khaki  20944 
■ turquoise  20945 
■ black  20946

TRAVEL TUMBLER 350ml 
■ stainless steel 20931 
□ white  20932 
■ red  20933 
■ khaki  20934 
■ turquoise  20935 
■ black  20936

TRAVEL TUMBLER



Features of TRAVEL TUMBLER

01 02 03 04 05 07

06 08

COFFEEWARE

02   Comfortable on the mouth and 

allows drinking from every angle 

while enjoying the aroma of drinks.

03   Stops ice cubes and allows 

beverage to come out in perfect 

amount. Designed to retain 

temperature and keep dust away 

even when the lid is open. 

04   Big opening allows easy caring 

and pouring of content including 

ice cubes.

01   Leak-proof lid that covers the 

mouth. Easy and hygienic to carry 

around.

05   Made of durable stainless 

steel. Powder coat finish on surface 

prevents scratches and slipping 

when wet.

06   Smooth electro-polished interior 

prevents odors and stains, and  

maintains the original flavor of drinks.

07   Compact size and form fits into 

the drink holder of car and bicycle. 

08   Vacuum insulated tumbler retains 

temperature for long time.



mug 300ml coffee jug 300ml coffee jug 600ml

cup & saucer 80ml cup & saucer 220ml cup & saucer 300ml

brewer 2cups brewer 4cups

OCT

Designed based on an octagon, OCT is a coffeeware collection featuring 

clean lines and beautiful contour. The rim of the brewer draws a large curve, 

creating a distinctive silhouette. The brewer can be held easily without 

a handle, and is designed so that placing and removing the paper filter is 

simple. The handle of the cup and jug look sharp yet is comfortable to hold, 

and the rim of the cup is thin yet smooth on the mouth. The white is sleek 

and lustrous, while the black has a matt textured finish. With elegant form, 

they are perfect for displaying as interior items when not in use.

Balance of Beauty and Usability

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe

OCT brewer 2cups 
□ white 28881 
■ black 28891  

OCT brewer 4cups 
□ white 28882 
■ black 28892  

OCT mug 300ml 
□ white 28886 
■ black 28896  

OCT coffee jug 300ml 
28887

OCT coffee jug 600ml 
28888

OCT cup & saucer 80ml 
□ white 28883 
■ black 28893  

OCT cup & saucer 220ml 
□ white 28884 
■ black 28894  

OCT cup & saucer 300ml 
□ white 28885 
■ black 28895  

1312



brewer stand set 4cups brewer stand

1514

 
[stand] walnut (urethane coating), brass, stainless steel, silicone 
[filter] stainless steel (TiN coating) / dishwasher safe 
[brewer, server, holder] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
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SLOW COFFEE STYLE SPECIALTY

Brewer stand with a dignified look combines wood in deep colored 

walnut and brass that will age beautifully. The wooden base resists 

coffee stains due to the coating. Use the knob to adjust the height  

of the stand and brew into any mug or server. The brewer stand set  

is perfect for home as well for gifts.

SCS-S02: 
Elevate the Ritual of Coffee Brewing

SCS-S02 brewer stand set 4cups 
27591

SCS-S02 brewer stand 
27590



SLOW COFFEE STYLE SPECIALTY
For admirers of refined craft and slow coffee. A special selection 

inspired by the passion of craftsmen—seeking the best materials 

thoughtfully crafting, and carefully finessing to create items of 

distinguished character for deeper, richer coffee time.
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SCS-S04 brewer stand set  
2cups   27572 
*20pcs of paper filter included.

SCS-S04 brewer stand set  
4cups   27573 
*20pcs of paper filter included.

SCS-S04 brewer stand    
27571

SCS-S04 brewer 2cups    
27574

SCS-S04 brewer 4cups    
27575

[stand] stainless steel 
[server, holder] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[brewer] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[filter] cotton pulp, wood pulp

Made by casting, the brewer stand intrigues with its rough look. It comes 

with a porcelain brewer with glaze rich in texture. The height of the stand 

can be adjusted, letting you use it with various vessels from a mug to 

a tall server. The design of the stand’s ring seems simple, yet the inner 

side is edged so that the brewer fits stably. The white dots on the glass 

server indicate the amount of dripped coffee, and the holder can be 

used to place the brewer after use. 

SCS-S04:  
Sleek and Versatile Coffee Equipment

brewer stand set 
2cups / 4cups

brewer stand
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SLOW COFFEE STYLE SPECIALTY

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

SCS-01 series with a sturdy form and a rugged look exert a strong 

presence. The metal-like texture has a bold appearance yet gives  

a sense of warmth when used. The roundness of the mug’s rim and 

the handle that comfortably fits your fingers make drinking a pleasant 

experience. The shape of the brewer is designed so that the top rim 

does not get hot and can be held without a handle.

SCS-S01: 
For a Profound Coffee Experience

SCS-S01 brewer 2cups 
■ black 27521

SCS-S01 brewer 4cups  
■ black 27523

SCS-S01 mug 220ml 
■ beige 27525 
■ black 27527

SCS-S01 mug 330ml 
■ beige 27529 
■ black 27531 

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

Traces of handwork on the potter’s wheel and two colors of layered 

glaze bring about unique expressions of the mugs. Mixing luster 

and matt textures, a profound scenery is created to enrich your 

coffee time. The supple shape fits well inside your hands, and the 

wide arched handle that connects smoothly to the cup makes it 

comfortable to use.

SCS-S03: 
Comforting Mugs to Adore

SCS-S03 mug 110ml 
 white x pink beige  20750 
 moss green x yellow  20751 
 navy x white   20752 
 black x brown   20753

SCS-S03 mug 320ml 
 white x pink beige  20754 
 moss green x yellow  20755 
 navy x white   20756 
 black x brown   20757



coffee carafe set stainless steel 
300ml / 600ml

coffee carafe set plastic 
300ml / 600ml

[carafe] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[stainless steel filter] stainless steel, copolyester / dishwasher safe 
[plastic brewer] copolyester / dishwasher safe 
[holder] AS resin / dishwasher safe 
[paper filter] cotton pulp, wood pulp

Your Invitation to Hand-dripped Coffee
There are 2 types of filters which can be selected; the stainless steel 

filter extracts coffee oil to brew rich aromatic coffee, and the plastic 

brewer used with paper filters brings out a clear, mild taste. The holder 

can be used to measure the amount of coffee beans as well as to 

place the filter after use. All parts are stackable for compact storage. 
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SCS coffee carafe set stainless steel  
300ml SCS-02-CC-ST 27620 
600ml SCS-04-CC-ST 27621

SCS coffee carafe set plastic 
300ml SCS-02-CC-PL 27643 
600ml SCS-04-CC-PL 27644 
*20pcs of paper filter included.

SCS coffee carafe 
300ml SCS-02-CC 27666 
600ml SCS-04-CC 27667

SCS stainless steel filter 
2cups SCS-02-SF  27624 
4cups SCS-04-SF  27625

SCS holder 
2cups SCS-02-HD 27626 
4cups SCS-04-HD 27627 

SLOW COFFEE STYLE
Time slowly goes by with each drip of coffee. The series ‘Slow Coffee Style’ 

was born to bring you the taste of coffee brewed by the pour-over method 

with the relaxed passage of time.



brewer 
2cups / 4cups

coffee server  
300ml / 600ml

cotton paper filter 
2cups / 4cups

coffee server 
300ml / 600ml

brewer clear gray 
2cups / 4cups

coffee jug 
300ml / 600ml
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[brewer] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe  
[plastic brewer] AS resin / dishwasher safe 
[filter] cotton pulp, wood pulp 
[server, jug] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe  

Brew in the Style of Your Choice

22

SLOW COFFEE STYLE

SCS brewer 2cups 
 white SCS-02-BR-WH 27629 

■ gray SCS-02-BR-GY 27630 

SCS brewer 4cups 
 white SCS-04-BR-WH 27631 

■ gray SCS-04-BR-GY 27632 

SCS brewer clear gray
2cups SCS-02-BR-CGY 27649 
4cups SCS-04-BR-CGY 27650

SCS cotton paper filter 
2cups SCS-02-CP-60 27633 
4cups SCS-04-CP-60 27634 
*Set of 60

Enjoy different styles by placing the brewer on a server, or mug. 

On the glass jug and server there are white dots that indicate the 

amount of dripped coffee.

SCS coffee server 
300ml SCS-02-CS  27622 
600ml SCS-04-CS  27623

SCS coffee jug
300ml SCS-02-CJ  27655 
600ml SCS-04-CJ 　　　27656

SCS-S02 coffee server 
300ml   27576 
600ml   27592



Stacking MugMug

Mugs to Bring You Relaxation
Gentle and organic form characterize these mugs. The slight variations 

in the shades of glaze create unique and profound expressions of 

each mug.

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

SCS mug 250ml 
 white 27635  

■ gray 27636  
■ brown 27637 
■ navy 27638 

SCS mug 400ml 
 white 27639  

■ gray 27640  
■ brown 27641 
■ navy 27642

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

Matt glaze and smooth clay texture combine perfectly together in this 

series. Mugs with a gray clay base and dark colored glaze give a warm 

presence, while mug with a white clay base and white glaze brings 

a clean impression. The sturdy bodies and stackability make them 

ideal for daily use.

Stack Up and Warm Up Your Coffee Time

SCS stacking mug 
white 27657  

■ orange 27658 
■ gray 27659 
■ navy 27660

2524

[jug] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[filter] stainless steel, copolyester / dishwasher safe 
[brewer, holder] MS resin / dishwasher safe

This set includes a stainless steel filter, a brewer, and glass jug. It lets 

you have fun brewing slow coffee with its playful messages and print 

that indicates the amount of dripped coffee. The holder can be used to 

measure the amount of coffee beans as well as to place the filter after 

use. Items of the set can be used separately; replace the jug with your 

favorite mug to enjoy fresh coffee brewed directly in your cup.

Playful Hand-dripping Tools

SLOW COFFEE STYLE

SCS coffee jug set 
300ml SCS-02-CJ-ST 27651 
600ml SCS-04-CJ-ST 27652



Cold Brew Coffee TumblerSign Paint Mug

rainy find brew wander think

Easygoing Mugs with Sign Paintings
Vintage looking mugs with sign paintings are made of heat-resistant 

glass in milk color. Each sign painting was originally drawn by hand to 

give distinctive character and their messages bring fun and relaxation 

to your coffee time. The mugs can be stacked for compact storage.

SCS sign paint mug 
■ rainy 27673 
■ find 27674 
■ brew 27675 
■ wander 27676 
■ think 27677

soda glass / dishwasher safe

Refresh and Relax with Cold Brew Coffee
The unique emboss on the tumbler was originally sign painted by hand 

and then developed into a three-dimensional design. The thickness of 

the glass gives a good grip and the calm color tones are relaxing. The 

large tumbler size lets you enjoy a big glass of cold brew coffee with 

lots of ice. 

SCS cold brew coffee tumbler 
□ clear  27720 
■ amber  27721 
■ purple  27722 
■ turquoise  27723

[rainy, find, brew, wander] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[think] heat-resistant glass (gold decal)

coffee canistercoffee measuring spoon paper filter stand

kettle 900ml tray walnut 
315x195mm / 415x265mm

Take your coffee experience to a new level with the wide range of accessories. 

The porcelain canister, which can hold about 200 g of coffee beans, blocks 

sunlight to keep contents flavorful and fresh. The filter stand also made of 

porcelain can hold around 60 pieces of conical and trapezoidal shaped paper 

filters. The wooden spoon measures 10 g of beans in one full scoop and the 

plywood tray has a special coating on the surface that prevents slipping.

Items to Enhance Your Coffee Time

[spoon] teak (oil finish) 
[filter stand] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[canister] porcelain, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[kettle] stainless steel / direct fire and dishwasher safe 
[tray] walnut plywood (urethane coating)

SCS coffee measuring spoon 
27672

SCS paper filter stand 
white 27670 

■ brown 27671

SCS coffee canister 
white 27668 

■ brown 27669 

SCS kettle 900ml 
27628

SCS tray 315x195mm walnut 
27653

SCS tray 415x265mm walnut 
27654 

2726



mirror matt

black white

2928

[mirror finish, matt finish] stainless steel, nylon / direct fire and dishwasher safe 
[black, white] stainless steel (fluorine resin coating), nylon / direct fire and dishwasher safe

POUR OVER KETTLE

Every element of the POUR OVER KETTLE is designed to make the 

user’s experience stress-free and pleasurable, including the spout for 

precise pour control, hinged lid for fluid movement, and comfortably 

fitting handle for smooth pouring until the very last drip. With a rich 

texture and poised form, its presence is understated yet captivating 

in any space.

Exquisite Quality and Design for 
Effortless Pouring

POUR OVER KETTLE 900ml 
■ mirror 26801 
■ matt 26802 
□ white 26803 
■ black 26805 

□ 



dripper

silicone 
ring

pot

holder

filter

lid

3130

[pot, dripper, lid] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[filter, holder] stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[silicone ring] silicone / dishwasher safe

CARAT

The elegant design combines two materials, stainless steel and glass. 

The glass coffee dripper comes with a stainless steel filter that lets you 

enjoy rich and aromatic coffee by extracting coffee oil.

CARAT coffee dripper & pot 
21678

CARAT coffee dripper 
21679

Compact & Smart Coffee Maker
FARO draws its name from the Italian word for “lighthouse” and its 

appearance resembles a lighthouse standing on a cape. Each part 

has a unified diameter, allowing them to  stack together for compact 

storage. The double-walled cup retains heat without the surface 

getting hot so you can enjoy a warm cup of freshly brewed coffee. 

It is a perfect for a relaxing coffee break at home or at your workplace.

[lid, cup, pot] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[strainer] stainless steel / dishwasher safe

FARO

FARO pot set 
7068

FARO double wall cup set 
7066

FARO mug set 
7067

*Pot, cup, mug, dripper 
and lid can be ordered 
separately.

Dignified Design for Affluent Coffee Time

cup set mug setpot set
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heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
stainless steel / dishwasher safe

Stylish Canisters for Storing
TOTEM canisters add a touch of style to your kitchen and other 

interior spaces. The design perfectly marries two materials together, 

stainless steel and glass. The hairline finish of the lid gives it an 

elegant appearance and while the top surface is mostly flat, the 

slightly lifted rim enables canisters to stack stably. The heat-

resistant glass draws a big curve and creates a roomy shape.  

It comes with a silicone ring for tight sealing which makes it ideal 

for storing food contents.

TOTEM

TOTEM canister 
450ml 28600 
800ml 28601

The bottle shaped canisters composed of heat-resistant glass and 

cork are ideal for storing dried foods. You can choose from three 

sizes depending on what you wish to store: 600ml for coffee beans 

or granola, 300ml for loose leaf tea or nuts, and 150ml for spices or 

herbs. BOTTLIT is easy to grip with one hand, and the contents  

come out easily by tipping the bottle. The clear glass colored by  

the contents inside gives an accent to your table.

BAUM NEU BOTTLIT

heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
acacia (oil finish)

Wooden Lid Canisters Fit a Natural Style
BAUM is a heat-resistant glass canister with a wooden lid. The lid 

gives a sense of warmth that can be attributed to the solid acacia 

wood that is used. The canister design combines soft and sharp 

lines, making it not only aesthetically pleasant but also ensuring that 

canisters stack together stably. It comes with a silicone ring for tight 

sealing which makes it ideal for storing food contents.

BAUM NEU canister 
450ml 28560 
800ml 28561

Bottle It and Cork It

BOTTLIT canister 
150ml  27680 
300ml  27681 
600ml  27682

heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
cork
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TEAWARE

[mug] ABS resin 
[plunger] ABS resin, stainless steel, silicone / dishwasher safe 
[lid] polypropylene / dishwasher safe

[filter] polypropylene, stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[holder, saucer] ABS resin / dishwasher safe 
[spoon] polypropylene / dishwasher safe

CAFEPRESSCOLUMN

Rich Coffee Right in Your Cup

COLUMN coffee dripper 
 white  22848 

■ red  22849 
■ brown  22850

CAFEPRESS mug 
 ivory  22752 

■ wine red  22726  
■ navy  22727 
■ green  22728  
■ brown  22729 

Press to Brew Your Coffee or Tea
A compact coffee dripper set that lets you make rich and aromatic 

coffee easily into a cup. The filter made of stainless steel mesh leaves 

behind more coffee oil, which is the source of the richness of coffee. 

All parts can be disassembled and easily cleaned. Suitable cup 

diameters to place the filter on are 7–9.5 cm.

By pressing the plunger, you can brew aromatic coffee or tea in just  

a few minutes. To brew, put ground coffee or tea leaves in the mug, pour 

boiled water, and let it steep for a few minutes. Then, press the plunger 

down slowly and your drink will be ready. As the mug is double-walled,  

it retains the temperature of drinks without the surface getting hot. 
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Enjoy Pleasant and Casual Teatime
UNITEA one touch teapot is a smart item perfect for daily use. 

Featuring a lid with a strainer integrated into it, it can be used with 

any size of tea leaves and the lid does not drop off when you pour. 

With minimal parts, it is easy to use and wash. The beautiful saucer 

made of stainless steel is great for serving tea to guests and it is  

a perfect size for placing a tea spoon or sugar beside the cup.

heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
stainless steel, polypropylene / dishwasher safe

UNITEA

UNITEA one touch teapot 
460ml  8335 
720ml  8336

UNITEA cup & saucer 
stainless steel 
230ml   8337 
350ml  8338



teapot set small / large  
plastic

teapot set small / large  
glass

teapot set small / large  
stainless steel

3938

[all glass items] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[stainless steel strainer, lid] stainless steel, ABS resin / dishwasher safe 
[plastic strainer, lid] copolyester / dishwasher safe

UNITEA is composed of interchangeable units made of 3 different 

materials—heat-resistant glass, stainless steel and highly transparent 

and durable plastic. The casual design is noted by a stable form and 

a handle that allows a firm grip. This teaware series is a long-standing 

favorite that is perfect for any types of tea and table scenes. 

Customize Your Teaware Classic
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UNITEA

UNITEA teapot set small 
stainless steel 8308  
glass  8363 
plastic  22909

UNITEA teapot set large  
stainless steel 8309 
glass  8364 
plastic  22910 
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[all glass items] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[plastic strainer, lid] copolyester / dishwasher safe 
[stainless steel strainer, lid] stainless steel, ABS resin / dishwasher safe

[mug] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[strainer, lid] copolyester / dishwasher safe

UNITEA cup & saucer 8330 
230ml glass   

UNITEA milk pitcher 8305

UNITEA sugar pot  8306

UNITEA strainer holder 8307

UNITEA cup 
small   8290 
medium   8291  
large   8292

UNITEA jug 
small   8293 
large   8294

UNIMUG 
small clear  22911 
medium clear  22912 
large clear  22913

■ wine red  22914  
■ yellow  22915 
■ navy  22916 
■ gray  22917

UNITEA lid 
plastic  22906 
glass  8289 
stainless steel 55039

UNITEA strainer for  
small / medium 
plastic  22907 
glass  8370 
stainless steel 55042

UNITEA strainer for large 
plastic  22908 
glass  8371 
stainless steel 55043

UNITEA



lid

strainer

pot

holder

[pot, cup] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe  
[strainer, saucer] stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[lid] stainless steel, nylon

A Teapot to Treasure
The teapot highlights stainless steel and glass, glittering just like  

a jewel. The durable stainless steel strainer is perfect for any kinds  

of tea leaves. It is a perfect match with CAST series cup & saucer.

CARAT

CARAT teapot 600ml   21680 
ø90 x H95 x W156 mm / 600 ml

CARAT teapot 850ml   21681 
ø90 x H108 x W168 mm / 850 ml

CAST tea cup & saucer  
stainless steel   23086 
[cup] ø104 x H50 x W120 mm / 220 ml 
[saucer] ø130 x H10 mm

4342

[pot] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[lid] stainless steel, ABS resin, silicone 
[strainer] stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[holder] MS resin / dishwasher safe

Functional and Beautiful Teapot 
Accentuated by Materials
Stainless steel and glass stand out in the design of GLOBO. The 

ample size strainer with a hemispherical shape lets the tea leaves 

bloom widely inside, and the attached handle makes it easy to 

remove from the pot. The lid is designed so that it will not get hot 

when steeping, and it also fits perfectly on the pot even without the 

strainer. The teapot comes with a holder to put the strainer after use. 

GLOBO

GLOBO teapot 730ml   26820 
ø135 x H100 x W175 mm / 730 ml
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porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

Teaware series with a winsome form reminds you of small animals 

popping out of the ground. The asymmetrical design, plump thick 

wall, and gentle curves give each piece a distinctive character. The 

subtle variations in the shades of glaze also add to their intimate and 

cheerful presence. The wide range of colors and items such as the 

milk pitcher and sugar pot make your teatime lively and cozy.

TOPO

Liven Up Your Table

TOPO teapot 
 white 23581 

■ gray  23584 
■ red  26541 
■ brown  26542 
■ yellow 23582 
■ blue 23583

TOPO tea bag rest 
 white 26557 

■ gray  26558 
■ red  26559 
■ brown  26560

TOPO milk pitcher 
 white 26561 

■ gray  26562 
■ red  26563 
■ brown  26564

TOPO sugar pot 
 white 26565 

■ gray  26566 
■ red  26567 
■ brown  26568

TOPO cup & saucer 80ml 
 white 26545 

■ gray  26546 
■ red  26547 
■ brown  26548

TOPO cup & saucer 200ml 
 white 23589 

■ gray  23592 
■ red  26549 
■ brown  26550 
■ yellow 23590 
■ blue  23591

TOPO cup & saucer 300ml 
 white 26551 

■ gray  26552 
■ red  26553 
■ brown  26554

TOPO plate 
 white 23593 

■ gray  23596 
■ red  26555 
■ brown  26556 
■ yellow 23594 
■ blue 23595

TOPO mug 300ml 
 white 23585 

■ gray  23588 
■ red  26543 
■ brown  26544 
■ yellow 23586  
■ blue 23587 

tea bag restteapot

mug 300mlplate

cup & saucer 80ml cup & saucer 200ml cup & saucer 300ml

milk pitcher sugar pot



LEAVES TO TEA
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kyusu teapot strainer

inner lid

outer lid

canister

 
[tea scoop] stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[canister] stainless steel 
[tray] bamboo (urethane coating) 
[pot, cup, saucer] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
stainless steel, silicone / dishwasher safe

Honoring Leaves and Savoring Tea

LT cup & saucer    
□ white 21234 
■ black 21235

LT kyusu teapot 300ml 
□ white 21230 
■ black 21231

LT teapot 600ml 
□ white 21232 
■ black 21233

canister 250ml canister 450mltea scoop

LT tray 275x145mm 
21239

LT tea scoop 
21236

LT canister 250ml 
21237

LT canister 450ml 
21238

cup & saucer kyusu teapot 300ml

teapot 600ml tray 275x145mm

LEAVES TO TEA is a teaware collection to bring new perspective and 

sensation to your everyday tea. The kyusu teapot has a porcelain 

strainer with fine holes built into the spout, allowing tea leaves to open 

widely inside and release their full flavor. The white is sleek and brings 

a refreshing feeling, and the black is profound with subtle variations in 

the glaze. The stainless steel canister with double lid keeps light and air 

out, allowing you to preserve the tea leaves fresh. Items such as the 

stainless steel tea scoop and wooden tray also enhance your tea scene. 

4746
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PEBBLE

Teaware Reminding You of 
Natural Scenery
Teaware with a round shape like pebble stones. By the handwork of 

skilled craftsmen, the shape of the spout is made easy to pour and 

free of drips. The faint touches of rust and unique colors, in harmony 

with the round shape, create a pleasant scenery. As it comes with  

a strainer made of stainless steel, the teapot is suitable for everyday 

use as well as for teatime with guests.

PEBBLE teapot 500ml 
□ white  17140 
■ moss green 17141 
■ brown  17142 
■ black  17143

PEBBLE cup & saucer 
□ white  17144 
■ moss green 17145 
■ brown  17146 
■ black  17147

[teapot, cup & saucer] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[strainer] stainless steel / dishwasher safe
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[pot] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe  
[plastic lid] polypropylene, nylon, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[stainless steel lid] polypropylene, nylon, silicone, stainless steel / dishwasher safe

ONE TOUCH TEAPOTBRIM

Easy Tea Brewing for Everyday
This teapot is designed to make enjoying tea simple. It features a lid 

with a mesh strainer integrated into it, and it fits tightly on the pot due 

to the silicone ring attached. With minimal parts, it is easy to wash.  

It is suitable for use at home as well as cafes.

The design concept of BRIM teaware is ‘more delicious tea, made 

easier.’ The large strainer allows tea leaves to move freely and bloom 

widely inside, maximizing the aroma. The wide handle provides  

a good grip and the lid is designed so that it does not fall off when 

the pot is tipped. The teapot is perfect for entertaining teatime guests.

Delicious and Simple Tea Brewing

[pot, lid] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[strainer] stainless steel, polypropylene / dishwasher safe

ONE TOUCH TEAPOT 280ml 
■ brown  8387

ONE TOUCH TEAPOT 450ml 
■ brown  8389 
■ stainless steel 8684

ONE TOUCH TEAPOT 620ml 
■ brown  8685 
■ stainless steel 8687

BRIM teapot 450ml 
white 22385 

■ gray 22387

BRIM teapot 750ml 
white 22388  

■ gray 22390

RIDGE

tea bag teapot  mugcup & saucer

teapot 450ml teapot 750ml

[pot] porcelain, stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[strainer] stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[tea bag teapot, cup, saucer, mug] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 

RIDGE is ergonomically designed to make pouring effortless. The 

large arched handle lets you adjust the position of your hand as you 

tip the teapot. It is attached at an angle so that stress on the wrist is 

reduced when pouring. The lid is designed so that it does not fall off 

when the pot is tipped. Compact pots made to be used with teabags 

are also easy to use and aesthetically pleasing.

RIDGE teapot 450ml stainless steel 
handle with strainer   23560

RIDGE teapot 750ml stainless steel 
handle with strainer   23561 

RIDGE tea bag teapot   23574

RIDGE cup & saucer   27443

RIDGE mug   27444

Ergonomically Designed Teaware
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Plumpy Pot to Add a Warm Touch

[pot] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[lid] cork

PLUMP pot 
150ml 25727 
450ml 25728

The charming pot incorporates heat-resistant glass and cork. The 

plump shape is made possible by hand craft and adds a warm touch 

to your table. When serving tea made with a tea bag, the cork lid 

holds the tea bag string tightly, so the teabag will not sink. There are 

two sizes which can be used for different purposes; use the small 

size for serving milk during teatime, or the big size for adding vinegar 

or flavored oil to your dish.

PLUMP LOOP TEA STRAINER

GLASSWARE & JUGS

Pocket-size Smart Tea Preparation

stainless steel, ABS resin / dishwasher safe

LOOP TEA STRAINER  
white 27326 

■ black 27327

This is a stick-shaped tea strainer. To make tea, just open the slidable 

part, scoop tea leaves directly without a teaspoon, and place in a cup 

containing hot water. It comes with a stand to place the strainer after 

use. The slidable part is easy to remove and wash.
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heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe 
birch, teak plywood (urethane coating)

CAST

Glassware with Variety and Versatility
CAST glassware is characterized by their simple and poised beauty. There are 

a wide range of items, each designed ideally for various drinks. The designs 

are not only elegant but are filled with details that make them effortless to use. 

The series has a wide range, including items that pair glass with porcelain and 

stainless steel, to suit all kinds of scenes.

CAST water jug 
0.75L   21676 
1.2L   21677

CAST coaster 
birch   23089 
teak   23090

CAST green tea glass 8429

CAST water glass  8430

CAST iced tea glass 8431

CAST beer glass  8432

CAST bowl 
60mm   23091 
90mm   23092 
120mm   23093
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[all glass items] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[lid] stainless steel, polypropylene, nylon, silicone / dishwasher safe 
[saucer] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe, stainless steel / dishwasher safe
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CAST

CAST teapot 
450ml   23087 
700ml   23088

CAST milk mug  8435

CAST cafe latte mug 8436

CAST soup cup  8438

CAST coffee   23085 
cup & saucer 
stainless steel

CAST tea   23086 
cup & saucer  
stainless steel

CAST espresso cup 8433

CAST coffee cup  8434

CAST tea cup   8437

CAST espresso   8439 
cup & saucer 

CAST coffee    8440 
cup & saucer

CAST tea   8441 
cup & saucer  



CAST

heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe

CAST double wall rock glass 
21430  

CAST double wall cocktail glass 
21431  

CAST double wall beer glass 
21432  

rock glass cocktail glass beer glass

Day to Day Life-time Tumblers

soda glass / dishwasher safe

This is an effortlessly refined and versatile series of glass tumblers 

which can be used and enjoyed everyday. The basic pieces are 

designed to become your cherished possession as time passes. 

The thickness of the glass and the stable form are ideal for frequent 

use. The slightly narrowing base naturally fits your fingers and is 

comfortable to grip. High quality clear glass exudes clarity, while 

smoky colored variations evoke tranquility and the silhouette 

becomes accentuated by drinks poured inside. They can be 

stacked for compact storage. 

HIBI tumbler 220ml  
 clear 26870 

■ blue 26871 
■ green 26872 
■ brown 26873 
■ purple 26874

HIBI tumbler 350ml  
 clear 26875 

■ blue 26876 
■ green 26877 
■ brown 26878 
■ purple 26879

HIBI
As the name HIBI in Japanese has multiple meanings rooted in daily 

life, this series of tableware is designed for everyday use. Using it day 

by day, you will grow fond of the pieces because they feel just right in 

your hands. We wish that you choose what feels right for you, now and 

in the decades to come.

CAST glassware highlights the lightness of heat-resistant glass and 

elevates your drinking experience. The double-wall glasses are perfect 

for enjoying alcohol drinks, such as whiskey, cocktail, and beer. With 

insulated construction, they maintain the temperature of hot and cold 

drinks for a long time, and prevents your table from getting wet with 

condensation. The proportion of each glass is designed to make 

drinking and holding effortless, and their elegance integrates well 

into any scene.

Simple, Elegant Double-Wall Glasses

5958



wine glass champagne glass soup bowl

espresso cup coffee cup iced tea glass tea cup
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heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe

KRONOS

60

Double-wall Cups with a Luminous Ring
These double-wall cups made of heat-resistant glass make drinks 

look like they are floating in the air. The inner wall of the cup has an 

ideal angle for drinking, and the insulated construction maintains the 

temperature of hot and cold drinks for a long time. No condensation 

is formed, so your table will not get wet. The round form of the cups 

provides stability, while the ring supports your fingers for easy gripping. 

These cups can also be used for serving desserts or appetizers.

KRONOS double wall cup 
wine glass   23108 
champagne glass  23109 
soup bowl   23110 
espresso cup   23104 
coffee cup   23107 
iced tea glass   23106 
tea cup   23105
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Minimal Design for Daily Use
OVA carafe made of acrylic resin adds a sense of refinement to your 

table. The matt textured lid in monotone color integrates well into 

various settings. Designed without a handle, the slim form fits in 

the door of your refrigerator. The gently curved line fits your hands 

comfortably, and the round corners make it easy to clean inside. 

The spout is designed so that drinks come out smoothly and allows 

easy pouring. 

OVA water carafe 
□ white 22368 
■ gray 22369 
■ black 22370  

ABS resin, acrylic resin / dishwasher safe

6362



CAPSULE

bottle

filter

inner lid

outer lid

moveable lid

CAPSULE water carafe 1L 
■ stainless steel 22999 

 white  22971

water carafe cold brew carafe 

Pour Out From Any Direction Without 
the Hassle of Turning the Lid

The lid of CAPSULE opens automatically when the bottle is tipped, 

allowing you to pour from any direction. There is no need for opening 

or closing the lid, and pouring a drink into a glass is an easy process 

with only one hand. As the bottle is made of heat-resistant glass, 

odors and stains do not remain and it is easy to maintain clean. 

The new cold brew carafe comes with a mesh filter that lets you 

easily make delicious cold brew coffee and tea.

[bottle] heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[movable lid] ABS resin, stainless steel / dishwasher safe 
[outer lid] stainless steel, ABS resin, silicone / dishwasher safe 
[inner lid, filter] PP, PET / dishwasher safe

CAPSULE cold brew carafe 
□ white   26471 
■ dark brown 26472

6564

[outer lid] MS resin, ABS resin, silicone / dishwasher safe 
[inner lid] polypropylene / dishwasher safe 
[infuser] MS resin, PET / dishwasher safe 
[filter] polypropylene, PET / dishwasher safe 
[jug] MS resin, ABS resin / dishwasher safe

Brew and Store in 2 Ways; 
Standing or Lying Down

PLUG

PLUG iced tea jug 
white  22489 

■ red  22490 
■ black  22488

PLUG water jug  
white  22486 

■ red  22487 
■ black  22485

PLUG iced coffee jug 
■ brown  22484

The outer lid of the jugs seals tightly so you can lay the jug down 

in your refrigerator. The handle is comfortable to hold and makes 

pouring effortless. The opening of the jug is wide enough to make 

washing easy. You can choose from 3 types: ice tea jug with  

a transparent infuser, coffee jug with a mesh filter, or water jug  

with no filter.

iced tea jug water jug iced coffee jug
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The softly curved line of the cup with wooden plates deliver a relaxed 

tea time. Whether it be soup and bread, or tea and biscuits, the 

combination of menus for your tea time will seem infinite with FIKA.

heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe
heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe 
willow plywood (urethane coating)

KITCHENWARE

FIKABOTTLIT

Enjoy Café Style at Home 
with Wooden Plate

FIKA cafe sweets wood 
glass  22583

FIKA cafe lunch wood 
glass  22588

The bottle shaped carafe is ideal for use in the kitchen and presenting 

on the table. It has a slim shape that fits in the refrigerator door and 

the opening is wide enough to easily take out contents such as tea 

bags and herbs. The airtightness of the lid with silicone ring keeps 

contents fresh. As it is made of heat-resistant glass, odors and stains 

do not remain and it is easy to keep clean.

Bottle It and 
Hydrate Colorfully

BOTTLIT carafe   27683
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Create Occasions to Gather Around
KAKOMI donabe can be used on gas, induction, or halogen cooktops 

so that pot dishes can be enjoyed all year round in various settings. 

With the steam plate in place, you can steam ingredients to easily 

prepare a healthy dish. Without it, you can simmer and stew to make 

various pot-dishes. Cleaning is easy as the pot’s water absorption rate 

is extremely low and it prevents odors from remaining. The design is 

suitable in both form and function for a modern, eclectic lifestyle.

KAKOMI

[pot] heat-resistant ceramic / induction heater, direct fire, halogen heater, ceramic hob, microwave, and oven safe 
[lid, steam plate] ceramic / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[bowl] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

KAKOMI IH donabe 1.2L 
 white  25190 

■ black  25191

KAKOMI IH donabe 2.5L 
 white  25192 

■ black  25193

KAKOMI bowl 
 white  25196 

■ black  25197

Bring together vibrant ingredients carefully cultivated by farmers. 

Welcome the season with an entertaining meal. Enjoy good food 

and converse around one table. Donabe, the traditional Japanese 

clay pot, has long been what calls people to gather as the style of 

‘cooking at the table as you eat’ brings people closer. Find joy in  

the shared experiences with KAKOMI.

Steam plate

Pot

Lid



Inner Lid

Outer Lid

Pot

Measuring cup
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[pot] heat-resistant ceramic / direct fire, microwave, oven, and dishwasher safe 
[lid] ceramic / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[measuring cup] AS resin / dishwasher safe porcelain / microwave, oven, and dishwasher safe

71

Make Delightful and Easy Pot of Rice For a Warm, Relaxing Gathering
KAKOMI rice cooker is designed to be used on gas cooktops to 

make rice with a delightful, fluffy texture. The double lid generates the 

right level of pressure inside the pot, and the round shape of the pot 

creates convection when cooking which prevents liquid from boiling 

over. Inside the pot, there are reference lines for making one cup and 

two cups of rice. Cleaning is easy as the pot’s water absorption rate 

is extremely low and it prevents odors from remaining. It comes with  

a cup which you can use to measure a cup of rice.

KAKOMI bagna cauda pot and cheese fondue pot are perfect for 

a relaxing gathering, with their refined form and glaze that evokes 

warmth. Composed of two separate parts, the top bowl can be put 

in the microwave for cooking. The bottom part has a small window 

that hides the candle itself but gives you a view of the gentle light and 

warms up your dining table in the cold season.

70

KAKOMI

KAKOMI rice cooker 
 white  25194 

■ black  25195
KAKOMI bagna cauda pot 

 white  27790 
■ red 27791 
■ black  27792

KAKOMI cheese fondue pot
 white  27793 

■ red 27794 
■ black  27795

71
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Bottle It and Color Your TableTools for a Sophisticated Dining Scene

heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe
porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
bamboo (urethane coating)

BOTTLIT dressing bottles are ideal for use in the kitchen and presenting 

on the table. The lid comes with a silicone ring for tight sealing that lets 

you preserve homemade dressings fresh. The opening is wide enough 

to easily take out contents such as spices and herbs. As it is made of 

heat-resistant glass, odors and stains will not remain and it is easy to 

keep clean.

TAKU is a collection of kitchen tools designed to be used on the dining 

table. The lid of the butter dish and serving board are made of bamboo, 

that makes cutting down with a knife comfortable as it is hard to get 

scratched. The porcelain ginger grater, lemon squeezer, and mortar are 

designed with a rim that you can hold down on and use stably. Minimal 

and refined, the tools are pleasurable to use and are made of tasteful 

materials that integrate perfectly into a sophisticated dining scene.

BOTTLIT

BOTTLIT dressing bottle 
130ml 27686 
250ml 27687TAKU ginger grater 

 white  27730 
■ black  27731

TAKU mortar & pestle 
 white  27732 

■ black  27733

TAKU lemon squeezer 
 white  27734 

■ black  27735

TAKU
タク

TAKU butter dish 
 white  27736 

■ black  27737

TAKU serving board 
27738 

ginger grater

butter dish serving board

lemon squeezermortar & pestle
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heat-resistant glass, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe

Stylish Kitchen Basics
Kitchenware made of heat-resistant glass has a clean look that integrates well with any table 

setting. The canisters come with a silicone ring to keep contents fresh, and they can be stacked 

and stored neatly for compact storage. There are many other items that are simple and easy  

to use, including the sauce pot and pitcher with spouts that are designed to be drip-free.

CAST glass lid canister short  
ø60    8480 
ø80    8481 
ø105    8483

CAST glass lid canister tall 
ø80    8482 
ø105    8484

CAST ø105 pasta canister  8494

CAST milk pitcher   8485

CAST dressing pitcher  8486

CAST sauce pot 
40ml    8491 
80ml    8492 
130ml    8493

CAST
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teak, willow plywood (urethane coating)

NONSLIP TRAY

NONSLIP slim tray teak 
45160

NONSLIP square tray 
160mm teak  45157 
320mm teak  45158

NONSLIP rectangular tray  
270mm teak  45151 
320mm teak  45152 
360mm teak  45153 
430mm teak  45154

NONSLIP slim tray willow 
45159

NONSLIP square tray 
160mm willow 45155 
320mm willow 45156

NONSLIP rectangular tray 
270mm willow 45136 
320mm willow 45137 
360mm willow 45138 
430mm willow 45139

NONSLIP curve coaster 
willow  45143

NONSLIP curve tray 
willow  45140

NONSLIP curve handle 
tray willow  45141

NONSLIP frame handle 
tray willow  45142

Simple Wooden Trays with Outstanding Performance
The series of plywood trays has non-slip coating on the surface to prevent slipping. The natural 

wood pattern brings warmth to your table scene. Having a simple design and available in many 

sizes, the trays are ideal for use in various scenes.

curve coaster curve tray curve handle tray

willow 
slim tray

 rectangular tray 
270mm 320mm

320mm

360mm 430mm

frame handle tray

teak 
slim tray

rectangular tray 
270mm

square tray 
160mm

square tray 
160mm

320mm

320mm

360mm 430mm
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birch 
220x120mm

teak 
220x120mm

365x145mm 365x145mm

270x200mm 270x200mm

360x280mm 360x280mm

430x330mm 430x330mm

birch, teak plywood (urethane coating)

PLACE MAT is made of plywood with a natural wooden texture. 

Featuring a simple and sharp design, the mats provide an extra touch 

to any table scene or interior. The mats have slightly standing edges 

that let you lift them off the table easily.

Bring a Natural Air to Your TablePLACE MAT

PLACE MAT teak 
220x120mm  22948 
365x145mm  22951 
270x200mm  22949 
360x280mm  22950 
430x330mm  22974

PLACE MAT birch 
220x120mm  22952 
365x145mm  22955 
270x200mm  22953 
360x280mm  22954 
430x330mm  22975



willow black 
220x120mm

365x145mm

360x280mm

270x200mm

430x330mm
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willow plywood (urethane coating)

PLACE MAT willow black 
220x120mm  22256 
365x145mm  22257 
270x200mm  22258 
360x280mm  22259 
430x330mm  22260

TABLEWARE



RIM plate115 mm 
■ earth gray  20457 

white  20467 
■ black  20477 

RIM plate 160mm 
■ earth gray  20458 

white  20468 
■ black  20478

RIM plate 205mm 
■ earth gray  20459 

white  20469 
■ black  20479

RIM plate 240mm 
■ earth gray  20460 

white  20470  
■ black  20480 

RIM bowl 110mm 
■ earth gray  20461 

white  20471 
■ black  20481

RIM bowl 140mm 
■ earth gray  20462 

white  20472 
■ black  20482 

RIM Bowl 180mm 
■ earth gray  20463 

white  20473 
■ black  20483

RIM bowl 220mm 
■ earth gray  20464 

white  20474 
■ black  20484

RIM tea cup 
■ earth gray  20466 

white  20476 
■ black  20486

RIM rice bowl 
■ earth gray  20465 

 white  20475 
■ black  20485

8382

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

Tableware for Any Meal

RIM

RIM tableware has a distinctive rim design and incorporates essences of both Eastern and 

Western tableware. This series offers items in various shapes and sizes so that any type of dish 

can be accommodated. The simple design is perfect for letting the food served on it to stand out. 

Plate 115mm

Bowl 110mm

Tea Cup

160mm

140mm

Rice Bowl

205mm

180mm

240mm

220mm



mug 260ml wide mug 360ml

bowl 130mm bowl 205mm

square plate 165mm square plate 210mm

rectangle plate 195mm rectangle plate 315mm

For Relaxing Gatherings
NEST brings a sense of comfort to your dining table with matt texture, calm tones, and subtle 

variations in the glaze. Rounded around the edges, the items are firm and soft to touch. The 

plates and bowls are great canvases for all kinds of dishes. The handles of the mugs are 

designed so that they are easy and comfortable to hold. 

NEST

NEST mug 260ml 
□ white  20950 
■ light gray  20951 
■ pink beige  20952 
■ brown  20953  

NEST wide mug 360ml 
□ white  20954 
■ light gray  20955 
■ pink beige  20956 
■ brown  20957  

NEST bowl 130mm 
□ white  20958 
■ light gray  20959 
■ pink beige  20960 
■ brown  20961  

NEST bowl 205mm 
□ white  20962 
■ light gray  20963 
■ pink beige  20964 
■ brown  20965   
W205 x D180 x H75 mm

NEST square plate 165mm 
□ white  20966 
■ light gray  20967 
■ pink beige  20968 
■ brown  20969  

NEST square plate 210mm 
□ white  20970 
■ light gray  20971 
■ pink beige  20972 
■ brown  20973  

NEST rectangle plate 195mm 
□ white  20974 
■ light gray  20975 
■ pink beige  20976 
■ brown  20977  

NEST rectangle plate 315mm 
□ white  20978 
■ light gray  20979 
■ pink beige  20980 
■ brown  20981  

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

8584



ATELIER TETE
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Nuanced and Rich Scenery
Brought to life by handwork, ATELIER TETE allures with natural form and rich expression. 

Using white porcelain as the base material, rich colors of the glaze are highlighted. Subtly  

uneven on the surface and around the rim, each piece holds beautiful nuance and expression. 

The wide range of items are great for creating elegant and enticing dining presentations.

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

ATELIER TETE pitcher 
□ white  34901 
■ light gray   34902 
■ pink beige  34934  

ATELIER TETE teacup 
□ white  34897 
■ light gray  34898 
■ pink beige  34925  

ATELIER TETE bowl 115mm 
□ white  34889 
■ light gray  34890 
■ pink beige  34926  

ATELIER TETE rice bowl 
□ white  34893 
■ light gray  34894 
■ pink beige  34927  

ATELIER TETE deep plate 135mm 
□ white  34877 
■ light gray  34878 
■ pink beige  34928  

ATELIER TETE deep plate 135mm 
□ white  34877 
■ light gray  34878 
■ pink beige  34928  

ATELIER TETE deep plate 250mm 
□ white  34885 
■ light gray  34886 
■ pink beige  34930  

ATELIER TETE deep plate 250mm 
□ white  34885 
■ light gray  34886 
■ pink beige  34930  

ATELIER TETE plate 235mm 
□ white  34869 
■ light gray  34870 
■ pink beige  34932 

ATELIER TETE plate 280mm 
□ white  34873 
■ light gray  34874 
■ pink beige  34933  

teacup bowl 115mm rice bowl 

deep plate 135mm deep plate 185mm deep plate 250mm

plate 180mm plate 235mm plate 280mm

pitcher

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

8786
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Savor Your Dining Experience

89

HIBI

stainless steel / dishwasher safe

Basic yet versatile set of cutlery which you will cherish as you use it 

day to day. The delicate touch on the lips, ease of scoop, and optimal 

weight have been diligently considered. The semi-gloss finish 

prevents scratches on their surface. With gentle curves and perfect 

thickness, each piece feels balanced and comfortable in your hands. 

It is perfect for everyday use as well as for dinner with guests.

HIBI cutlery 
tea spoon 26880 
cake fork 26881 
spoon 26882 
fork 26883 
knife 26884
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HIBI rice bowl 
□ white 26885 
■ black 26886

HIBI plate 120mm 
□ white 26887 
■ black 26888

HIBI plate 200mm 
□ white 26889 
■ black 26890

HIBI chopstick rest 
□ white 26891 
■ black 26892

HIBI urushi bowl  
■ red  26893 
■ brown 26894

[rice bowl, plate, chopstick rest] porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
[urushi bowl] cherry (urushi coating)

Everyday Tableware Basics
The series of Japanese tableware designed for everyday use. The 

slightly narrowing base of the rice bowl and urushi bowl fit your fingers 

naturally. The plates are slightly deepened in the center and allows an 

attractive presentation of dishes. Porcelain pieces highlight the subtly 

varying shades of glaze. The urushi bowl made from cherry trees is 

carefully given shape and finessed by master craftspeople. Each shape 

is milled by hand, and urushi (lacquer) is applied by a special method 

that involves applying, wiping, and reapplying layers.

HIBI

plate 200mm rice bowl urushi bowl plate 120mmchopstick rest



ALFRESCO

ALFRESCO is a tableware collection that makes dining in the open air  

a casual, yet special experience. Made of material that combines 

bamboo fiber and plastic, the pieces have a down to earth yet elegant 

look perfect for carefree gatherings and complimenting dishes 

beautifully. The matt texture is soft to touch and the colors integrate 

naturally into the landscape. They are also durable, stackable and 

easy to carry.

melamine, bamboo fiber / dishwasher safe

Embrace the ‘Extraordinary’ 
— Dine in the Open Air

tumbler mug

plate 190mm spoon

bowl

plate 250mm fork

ALFRESCO tumbler 
■ beige 20702 
■ red 20703 
■ black 20704 

ALFRESCO mug 
■ beige 20705 
■ red 20706 
■ black 20707

ALFRESCO bowl 
■ beige 20708 
■ red 20709 
■ black 20710

ALFRESCO plate 190mm 
■ beige 20711 
■ red 20712 
■ black 20713 
ALFRESCO plate 250mm 
■ beige 20714 
■ red 20715 
■ black 20716

ALFRESCO spoon 
■ beige 20717 
■ red 20718 
■ black 20719

ALFRESCO fork 
■ beige 20720 
■ red 20721 
■ black 20722

939292
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NORI
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NORI tumbler 200ml 
□ white 25771 
■ pink 25772 
■ blue gray 25773 
■ black 25774  

NORI tumbler 350ml 
□ white 25775 
■ pink 25776 
■ blue gray 25777 
■ black 25778 

NORI bowl 120mm 
□ white 25779 
■ pink 25780 
■ blue gray 25781 
■ black 25782  

NORI bowl 165mm 
□ white 25783 
■ pink 25784 
■ blue gray 25785 
■ black 25786  

Enjoy one-bowl menus with the bowls and various drinks with the 

tumblers. The soft curved form of NORI fit comfortably in your hands, 

and the unglazed rims give accent to their refined presence. The 

bowls are designed to be the right porportion to ensure enough 

capacity for soupy foods. The tumblers are simple in form, making 

them ideal for drinks as well as desserts. Calm tones of the glaze 

create a sophisticated dining scene. 

Perfectly Proportioned for Multi Use

tumbler 200ml tumbler 350ml

bowl 120mm bowl 165mm

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe



REMIX DON

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe 
willow plywood (urethane coating)

Mix and Match Bowls and Trays 
to Tune Up Your Everyday Meal 

baby track 01

tray 270mm track 01 tray 360mm track 01

tray 360mm track 02tray 270mm track 02

baby track 02 baby track 03 baby track 04

9796

REMIX DON 
track 01 27451 
track 02 27452 
track 03 27453 
track 04 27454

REMIX DON baby 
track 01 27081 
track 02 27082 
track 03 27083 
track 04 27084

REMIX DON tray 270mm 
track 01 20081 
track 02 20082

REMIX DON tray 360mm 
track 01 20091 
track 02 20092

The bowl is designed to compliment diverse genres of foods, from noodles such as ramen to 

salads and rice dishes. The shape and size are perfect for containing soupy foods and putting 

together dishes with few or many components. Have fun mixing and arranging the bowls and 

trays to tune up your everyday meal.

track 01 track 02 track 03 track 04



small mug

plate 160mm plate 200mm plate 250mm

bowl deep plate 

 large mug tall mug wide mug
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porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

CERAMIC LAB.

CLK-151 small mug 
□ white 29513  
■ beige 29514 
■ brown 29515 
■ black 29516

CLK-151 large mug 
□ white 29517 
■ beige 29518 
■ brown 29519 
■ black 29520

CLK-151 tall mug 
□ white 29521  
■ beige 29522 
■ brown 29523 
■ black 29524

CLK-151 wide mug 
□ white 29525  
■ beige 29526 
■ brown 29527 
■ black 29528

CLK-151 plate 160mm 
□ white 29533 
■ beige 29534 
■ brown 29535 
■ black 29536

CLK-151 plate 200mm 
□ white 29537 
■ beige 29538 
■ brown 29539 
■ black 29540

CLK-151 plate 250mm 
□ white 29541 
■ beige 29542 
■ brown 29543 
■ black 29544

Local materials and techniques have been created and cultivated over 

centuries by potters in various regions of Japan. CERAMIC LAB. is 

a collection of ceramics created with passion to deliver the artisanship 

of the Japanese potters.

CLK-151: Sleek and Durable with 
ComfortingTexture of Clay
The mugs and plates have a humble yet dignified presence. The rough texture of the clay peeks 

out at the bottom under the calm color glazing, and the bottom edges give a sharp impression 

reminiscent of quarried stone. The handle of the mug is designed to fit your fingers comfortably. 

The plates and bowls have a sturdy thickness and can be stacked together for storing. The wide 

range of plate sizes can be used for different purposes, such as the 160mm plate for small dishes 

to share and 250mm plate for one-plate meals.

CLK-151 bowl  
□ white 29529 
■ beige 29530 
■ brown 29531 
■ black 29532

CLK-151 deep plate 
□ white 29545 
■ beige 29546 
■ brown 29547 
■ black 29548



porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

The tableware series emphasizes usability and design with a stable 

form, a sturdy thickness, and a moderate weight. The unglazed 

edge of the rim makes the expression of the product sharp and lets 

you experience the original texture of the material. This series offers 

selected items in basic colors for frequent use.

CERAMIC LAB.

CLK-152: Basic Items to Feature 
Simple Dishes

CLK-152 mug 
□ white 29501  
■ black 29502 
ø80 x H80 x W110 mm / 310 ml

CLK-152 bowl 
□ white 29503 
■ black 29504 
ø140 x H60 mm

CLK-152 plate 
□ white 29505  
■ black 29506 
ø210 x H25 mm

CLK-152 pasta plate 
□ white 29507  
■ black 29508 
ø220 x H45 mm

mug bowl 

pasta plateplate
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porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

A set of porcelain bowls and lids in three sizes are ideal for daily 

serving and storage. The lids can also be used as plates. The simple 

shapes of the bowls and plates are beautiful — even when they are 

used as individual pieces. In addition to the standard design, the 

functions of storage and stackability encourage you to use them 

regularly in your daily life.

CLK-153 bowl w. lid ø90 deep 
■ earth gray  29571  
■ black  29572

CLK-153 bowl w. lid ø160 shallow 
■ earth gray  29573 
■ black  29574

CLK-153 bowl w. lid ø160 deep 
■ earth gray  29575  
■ black  29576

CLK-153: Bowls for 
Serving and Storing
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CLK-161 ceramic mats made of porcelain are notable by their rich 

expressions of colored glaze. The simple, clean design can be used 

in various ways: coasters, pot mats, plate for sweets and appetizers, 

plant mats, or accessory trays. The sides are cut at an angle so it is 

easy to lift off the table.

CLK-161 ceramic mat 90mm 
■ red 29681 
■ black  29683

CLK-161 ceramic mat 135mm 
■ red 29685 
■ black  29687

CLK-161 ceramic mat 180mm 
■ red 29689 
■ black  29691

CLK-161: Mats to Enhance  
Your Presentation

porcelain / microwave and dishwasher safe

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

CERAMIC LAB.
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soda glass

See the Beauty of Plants Growing 
in the Water
AQUA CULTURE VASE is designed to celebrate the beauty of leaves 

growing and roots extending in the water. It is composed of 2 parts 

—the plate and the vase, which make it easy to take care of various 

plants. The plate supports the growing leaves such as herbs. It is also 

perfectly shaped for bulbs like hyacinth and seeds like avocado. You 

can choose to enjoy it as a flower vase without the plate. Get inspired 

to start a life with plants.

104

AQUA CULTURE VASE small 
□ clear 20841 
■ blue 20842 
■ gray 20845

AQUA CULTURE VASE large 
□ clear 20843 
■ blue 20844 
■ gray 20846

AQUA CULTURE VASE
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soap dish tumbler

brush stand canister

soap dispenser
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heat-resistant glass / microwave and dishwasher safe

Glass Cases with Many Uses

SCHALE

The glass cases are inspired by laboratory tools. As the design 

is simple, the cases can be used to organize and display small 

articles in all manner of places, such as the living room, kitchen, and 

bathroom. Available in three heights, but with standard diameters 

—which means they can be stacked and stored easily.

SCHALE glass case 
100x55mm  25761 
100x85mm   25762 
100x130mm   25763

porcelain, stainless steel, polypropylene, polyethylene

Bringing Relaxation to Your Bathroom
PLAGE items come in different shapes and sizes formed by their 

functions. When the items are placed together side by side, they 

create a laid-back atmosphere and a rhythmical landscape in your 

bathroom. Each shape has a stable base and is easy to wash.

PLAGE

PLAGE soap dish 
 white  27921 

■ brown  27922 
■ gray  27923

PLAGE tumbler 
white  27927 

■ brown  27928 
■ gray  27929

PLAGE soap dispenser 
white  27924 

■ brown  27925 
■ gray  27926

PLAGE brush stand 
white  27930 

■ brown  27931 
■ gray  27932

PLAGE canister 
white  27933 

■ brown  27934 
■ gray  27935



hedgehog

rabbit

fox

cat

bear

fawn

squirrel

moose

109108

porcelain, silicone / microwave and dishwasher safe

Detailed patterns of COUTURE remind you of elegant lace and knitted 

textures. The cup is double-walled so that it retains the temperature of 

drinks without the surface getting hot. With a delicate look, the pieces 

add a nice touch to various scenes.

Elegance on the Table

porcelain / microwave safe

The mugs looks as though they have come out of a fairytale. 

Silhouette of an animal appear on the cup surface and the handle is 

made to look like its fluffy tail. Different sizes of mugs feature different 

animals. With a matte texture, MUGTAIL is cute yet elegant. 

Bringing You a ‘Fairy-tail’

MUGTAIL COUTURE

MUGTAIL 
hedgehog 22771 
fox 22772 
bear 22773 
squirrel 16239 
rabbit 16240 
cat 16242 
fawn 16241 
moose 22774

COUTURE double wall cup 
knit 16375 
lace 16376

COUTURE flower vase small 
knit 16377 
lace  16378

COUTURE flower vase large 
knit 16379 
lace 16380

double wall cup flower vase small flower vase large
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